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REPRESENTATIVE MATTERS AND CASES

Represented Valeo in winning its patent infringement litigation against a
Chinese competitor before the Shanghai Intellectual Property Court and the
associated appellate case before the Intellectual Property Court of the
Supreme People’s Court. This case was the first time a Shanghai court
rendered a partial judgment in an intellectual property case and the first-ever
public hearing held by the Intellectual Property Court of Supreme People’s
Court. The appellate case was selected as one of the Supreme Court's Top
10 IP Cases in 2019

Represented Mobike in winning the patent infringement litigation filed by a
Chinese individual before the Shanghai Intellectual Property Court and the
associated appellate case before the Shanghai High People’s Court and the
retrial case before the Supreme People’s Court (Selected as one of the
Supreme Court's Top 50 IP Cases in 2018)

Represented InterDigital in civil litigation over the license of a patent portfolio
essential for certain telecommunication standards filed before the Shenzhen
Intermediate People’s Court, the Guangdong High People’s Court, the
Jiangsu High People’s Court and the Supreme People’s Court (Selected as
one of the Supreme Court's Top 10 IP Cases in 2013)

Represented InterDigital in obtaining favorable decisions and judgments to
maintain the validity of most of the patents challenged in dozens of patent
invalidation proceedings and associated appellate proceedings

PRACTICE AREAS 

MS. LIAO’S PRIMARY PRACTICE AREAS COVER PATENT
LITIGATION, PATENT INVALIDATION, TRADE SECRET
LITIGATION, AND ANTITRUST LITIGATION.
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Represented Shanghai Dangdang in its retrial petition before the Supreme 
People’s Court successfully obtaining a favorable decision overruling lower 
court decisions in a trade secret case

Represented Nordson in winning a series of patent infringement litigations
against a Chinese competitor before the Shanghai Intellectual Property Court 
Represented Vesuvius in winning a technical trade secret infringement case 
against former employees and a Chinese competitor

Represented Power Integrations in winning a series of patent infringement 
cases filed by a Taiwanese company before the Suzhou Intermediate 
People’s Court concerning power control devices

Represented L’Oréal in winning a series of patent infringement cases filed 
against several Chinese companies before the Shanghai No. 1 Intermediate 
People’s Court and the Ningbo Intermediate People’s Court

Represented GN Netcom in winning a patent infringement case and a 
declaratory judgment lawsuit of non-infringement brought against a Chinese 
competitor before the Ningbo Intermediate People’s Court

Represented Novartis in successfully settling a trade secret misappropriation 
case brought against its former employee before the Suzhou Intermediate 
People’s Court

Advised numerous clients in transactions involving acquisition, assignment or 
use of rights in technology, brands, patents, copyrights and other forms of IP

OTHER INFORMATION

Education

Peking University, School of Law, LL.M

Northwestern Polytechnical University, Engineering Mechanics, B.E.

Professional Qualification

Admitted to practice in the PRC

Admitted to practice before the SIPO

Work Language

Chinese

English


